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General Comments

This paper describes an interesting observation, namely that springtime total ozone at
high northern latitudes is linked in some way to fall vortex ozone. The main statement of
the paper is based on a large correlation coefficient between November ozone mixing
ratios in ≈ 600–700 K and the total ozone in March for high northern latitudes. How-
ever, no specific correlation with any dynamic indicators of March ozone was found.

As discussed in this paper, November ozone in the early polar vortex is clearly
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dependent on meteorological conditions, such as wave activity and temperature.
Considering 550–800 K (where ozone is showing a relatively small vertical gra-
dient) is similar to considering ozone mixing ratios in ozone-tracer correlations in
autumn/winter []Tilmes2004b. Diabatic descent will not impact ozone-tracer rela-
tion, and therefore mixing ratios of ozone at a certain tracer level remain constant
[]Mueller1999,Tilmes2004b. (The tracer-tracer correlation method allows to isolate
photochemical ozone loss from transport processes.) When a polar vortex is devel-
oped and sufficiently isolated, ozone-tracer correlations and, therefore, ozone mixing
ratios in 550–800 K are not changing any more.

In the study of []Tilmes2004b the variability of early winter reference functions in au-
tumn/winter, that is similar to the discussion of November ozone in this paper, is shown
and discussed. For example, an early isolation generally resulted in smaller ozone
mixing ratios in the polar vortex than a late isolation of the vortex. Further, enhanced
wave activity in winter 1991/92 owing to the presence of volcanic aerosols from the
Pinatubo eruption result in larger ozone mixing ratios at the beginning of the winter.

Comparing column ozone in March inside the polar vortex and autumn ozone, it may be
problematic considering just simply November values. For example in winter 1996/97
[]Tilmes2003 have shown, that ozone mixing ratios on a tracer surface were still in-
creasing during December within the vortex area, due to a major warming in the first
half of December 1996. Indeed, in March 1997 the value seems to be an outlier in the
correlation in Figure 5. The situation is similar for the winter 1991–92 []Tilmes2004b.
Using ozone-tracer correlations, an early winter reference function has to be consid-
ered at a time, when the vortex is isolated. Testing similar approach might be useful for
the present study, considering ozone mixing ratios inside the early polar vortex.

The March column ozone loss depends on wave activity (increase of ozone)
and chemical ozone loss, as described in the paper. Information on chemical
ozone loss over the winter in the Arctic is available from a number of studies
[]Tilmes2004b,Rex2004,Manney2003,Goutail2003. This information might be worth
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considering in this study as to allows to separate the chemical signal to analyse the
changes of column ozone in March separated in the chemical and the dynamical sig-
nal.

Further, it might be interesting to examine the influence of the wave activity in au-
tumn and the time of the vortex isolation on the temperature evolution during the entire
Arctic winter and therefore on the amount of ozone loss in spring. In the study of
[]Tilmes2004b no correlation was found between the shape of the early winter refer-
ence function and chemical ozone loss in spring. However, ozone loss was found to be
correlated with temperature and wave activity in spring that increases solar illumination
on the area of the vortex air masses.
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